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Motivation: decay of media market following leadership transition
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The Puzzle

The existing economic literature on leadership transition cannot easily
explain the observed pattern.

- Leadership transition matters in non-democracies because of changes to
political institutions (Jones & Olken 2009; Treisman 2015) or formal
policymaking (Jones & Olken 2005).

There was no major changes in the ownership/financial structure of
Chinese media market (Repnikova 2017).
What we observed under the new leadership is largely informal: rhetoric
and personal campaign against media freedom.
The puzzle goes beyond the media market.

- President Xi has reshaped Chinese economy without abandoning the
fundamental economic institutions built in the early reform era.

How does the leader achieve his goal of media control through informal
ways?
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Our Argument

Leader’s informal personal network matters.
- We cannot talk about leader without talking about leader’s followers.

A transition of leadership is always accompanied by a transition of elite
networks.
In the Chinese context, Xi’s factional followers became more powerful
when Xi consolidated power.
The factional network under Xi helps to exert his influences, despite the
absence of deep institutional changes.
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What We Did

We focus on news reports on major accidents in China (2010-2020) by
commercial newspapers at the provincial and prefecture level.

We compare the change in news coverage on accidents in Xi’s connected
provinces, relative to that in other provinces.

- Measurement: # of negative/original articles, and article-level entropy score
(the use of fixed template).

We find newspapers’ journalistic/investigative articles covering local
(in-province) accidents significantly ↓ after Xi’s takeover, relative to their
counterparts in control provinces.

Mechanism: through counteracting the media’s market incentives.
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Literature

The general leadership literature
- Identifying the leadership effect (Jones & Olken 2005; 2009)
- Fixed leader traits (Besley et al. 2011; Brender & Drazen 2013; Dreher et al.
2009; Dube & Harish 2020; Hayo & Neumeier 2014; Jong-A-Pin & Mierau
2022)

- How elites’ network erodes state capacity (Bai et al. 2022)
Contribution: We bring the perspective of leader-follower
relationship to this literature.

The authoritarian factionalism literature
- The reciprocal relationship between leaders and factional followers (Nathan
1973)

- How factional followers receive private benefits from their patrons (Chen &
Kung 2019; Francois et al. 2022; Jia et al. 2015; Jiang & Zhang 2020; Shih et al.
2012).

Contribution: fill the gap by demonstrating how do authoritarian
leaders receive support from their factional followers
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China’s Media Market Emerged

No media market in Mao’s China, only Party dailies (Dangbao).
⇓

Commercialization-without-privatization reform (1980s):
- Deep cuts in government subsidies ⇒
- Created commercial newspapers: self-funded by subscription and
advertising revenue ⇒

- Become profit-seeking, and relied on the readership market ⇒
- The media market emerged.

⇓
The media sector becomes profitable:

- During 1990-2000, the revenues of leading provincial newspapers were comparable
to the revenues of the top 50 listed firms in China (L. Yang and Sun 2001).

- Nanfang Daily Media Group generated a revenue of 2.89 billion yuan (or USD 420
million) in 2020 alone for Guangdong provincial government.

⇓
Foster the development of the professional/investigative journalism.

- Covered more attractive topics, e.g., accidents, crime, corruption,
entertainment, etc. Fewer propaganda.

- Features critical or investigative reporting.
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Commercial Newspapers vs. Party Dailies

Table 1: Commercial Newspapers vs. Party Dailies

Commercial Newspapers Party Dailies

Purpose Profit-seeking, attract readers Mouthpiece, propaganda

Covering Topics Accidents, crimes,
corruptions, entertainment, etc.

Leaders

Writing Style Factual, journalistic, investigative
(negative, original)

Praising, propaganda (positive)

Funding Source Self-funded (marketized) Local government, or commercial news-
papers in the same media group

Ownership Central/Local governments Central/Local governments

Censorship Post-publication⇒ pre-publiction Pre-writing
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Xi’s Goal of Media Control

Call for media control in a much more aggressive way than his
predecessors ever since taking power in 2012:

- Document Number Nine (April 2013): warns against seven dangerous
“Western values” including media freedom.

- National Conference on Propaganda and Ideological Work (August 2013):
stressed that the media must play a key role in the ideological battle against
“Western values”.

- “South Weekly Affair” (January 2013): post- to pre-publication censorship.

Initiate the encompassing-all “Meiti Xingdang” Campaign (February 19,
2016)

- “All the state-owned media must hold the surname of the Party”.
- Call all the media to serve the ruling party Chinese Communist Party (CCP).

Leave little room for investigative or critical reporting
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Measure Factional Relationship

Definition: Factional ties are based on well-established mutual trust
(Nathan 1973).

Xi’s early factional followers: officials who worked under Xi’s
supervision and got promoted by Xi before Xi entered the Politburo
Standing Committee (PSC) in 2007 (Jiang 2018; Keller 2016).

Data: China Political Elite Database (Jiang 2018)
- Biographical information;
- Detailed working experiences.

Measurement of Xi provinces:
- Xi’s power bases: Shaanxi, Fujian, Zhejiang, Shanghai.
- Provinces where Xi’s early factional followers are Provincial Party
Secretaries.

- List of Xi provinces Details .
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Sample Construction: Article Sample

The article sample includes 44406 pieces of articles on major accidents in
China from 2010 to 2020.

Construction:
- Collect major accidents (258) from two accident databases: The Emergency
Events Database and the Accident Investigation and Supervision Notice
Bulletin.

⇓
- Collect all the newspapers (230) from two comprehensive newspaper
databases: Apabi Digital Library and Wisenews.

✧ By newspaper types: 123 are Party dailies, 107 are commercial newspapers.
✧ By administrative ranks: 73 are provincial newspapers, 157 are municipal newspapers.

⇓
- Find all the articles (44406) covering the 258 accidents from the 230
newspapers within a 7-day window after the occurrence of the accidents.
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Sample Construction: Newspaper-Accident Sample

Based on the article sample, we count the number of articles by
constructing a newspaper-accident-level sample.
A unit corresponds to one newspaper’s coverage of an accident. There
are 230× 258 = 59340 observations.

Table 2: Illustration of Newspaper-Accident Sample

No. Newspaper Affilated
Province Accident Occurred

Location Local Total # # of Neg. # of Pos. # of
Original

# of
Reprinted

1 Nanfang Daily Guangdong Tianjin Explosion Tianjin 0 16 7 9 11 5

2 Tonight News
Paper Tianjin Tianjin Explosion Tianjin 1 118 17 101 109 9

3 Tonight News
Paper Tianjin Yichang Bridge

Collapse Henan 0 5 4 1 0 5

...
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Measurement

# of Negative Articles
- Classify articles into positive (> 0) and negative (≤ 0) based on their
sentiment score ([-1,1]) obtained by supervised machine learning Details ⇒

- Count the number of negative articles (per accident per newspaper).

# of Original Articles
- Original articles: require journalistic investigations.
- Coding: the article does not contain such keywords as “reprint/compile
information from ...” in the first or last sentence⇒

- Count the number of original/reprinted articles, respectively.

Local/Word Entropy Score
- Measures the usage of the fixed formula.
- Larger entropy score indicates less use of fixed formula in articles.
- Local entropy of a word: the possibility that the word could be predicted by
its context, i.e., surrounding words (Friedrich et al. 2020) ⇒

- Take the average of all words in an article to get the article’s entropy.
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Local/Word Entropy Score
- Measures the usage of the fixed formula.
- Larger entropy score indicates less use of fixed formula in articles.

- Local entropy of a word: the possibility that the word could be predicted by
its context, i.e., surrounding words (Friedrich et al. 2020) ⇒

- Take the average of all words in an article to get the article’s entropy.
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Empirical Design

We compared the change in the coverage on accidents by newspapers
affiliated with Xi provinces relative to those with control provinces after Xi
and his followers’ takeover with a staggered Difference-in-Differences
(DID) model.
Treatment group: newspapers in Xi provinces.
Control group: newspapers in other province-year combinations.
Causality: Our identification relies on the discrete expansion of Xi’s
pre-2007 personal connections across the provincial governments after
2012, and the unplanned nature of accidents.
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Specification

Yjpc = β1Takeoverpt + β2Exitpt + Xcα+ θj + γc + δt + ϵjpc (1)

- The unit of the regression is at the newspaper-accident level.
- j, p, c, t denote media, province of the newspaper, accident, and time
(i.e., year and month) of the occurrence of the accident c, respectively.

- Yjpc denotes the dependent variables including the number of
negative/positive/original/reprinted articles.

- Takeoverpt equals 1 if province p is taken over by Xi or his followers at
time t.

- Exitpt indicates whether Xi’s factional follower in province p has left this
province because of promotion or rotation at accidents’ occurrence time
t.

- Xc is a vector of control variables. We also control for the media θj,
accident’s location γc, and year and month δt fixed effect.

- ϵjpc is the error term. Standard errors are clustered at the media level.
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What We Find: Baseline

Table 3: Baseline Results: Does the takeover/exit of Xi-followers affect the number of
negative articles

Outcome variable: The number of negative article
Accident’s Locality: Local Nonlocal

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All Commercial Party All Commercial Party

Takeover −0.922∗∗∗ −1.754∗∗ −0.429∗ 0.018 −0.019 0.049
(0.330) (0.685) (0.251) (0.033) (0.047) (0.041)

Exit 1.432∗∗∗ 2.433∗∗∗ 0.709∗∗∗ 0.068∗ 0.147∗∗ −0.008
(0.357) (0.706) (0.266) (0.039) (0.063) (0.044)

Mean 0.896 1.294 0.586 0.493 0.640 0.365
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Media FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Location FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and Month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 2128 931 1197 57212 26675 30537
Adj. R2 0.414 0.430 0.395 0.240 0.265 0.242

Note: The outcome variable is the number of negative articles of an accident reported by a newspaper. All regressions control for provincial secretary’s
age, the logarithm of total deaths of the accident, Baidu index of the accidents, and accident type categorized into industrial accident, transportation
accident and miscellaneous accident. All standard errors are clustered at the media level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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What We Find: Baseline

Negative articles covering local (in-province) accidents significantly ↓
after Xi’s takeover, relative to their counterparts in control provinces.

- Whole sample: ↓ by 1.03 times of the mean.
- Commercial newspapers: ↓ by 1.36 times of the mean.
- Party dailies: ↓ by 0.73 times of the mean.

A recovery ↑ of such reports once Xi’s followers left the provinces.
⇓

The decline was driven by Xi’s factional networks instead of more
permanent changes in local policies or institutions.
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Event Study: the Number of Negative Articles

When a province became a Xi province, negative coverage on local
(in-province) accidents drops more than that in control provinces .
A recovery ↑ since Xi’s factional followers exit the provinces.
No significant effect for reports on non-local (out-of-province) accidents.
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Robustness Check

We found our results are NOT influenced by the following issues:

Confounding factors in the media industry?
- Not driven by the emergence of the digital media industry. Details

- Not driven by the demand-side change. Details

Fewer Accidents in Xi Provinces? Details

- Xi’s takeover did not influence local accidents’ occurrence and intensity.
Endogenous Rotation?

- Use more exogenous measurements of Xi-takeover and still find the negative
effect. Details

Small Sample Bias?
- Randomization Inference waives the concern. Details

Issues with Staggered DID Design
- Alternative method (Callaway and Sant’Anna 2021) supports our results.

Details

Different Definitions of Negative Articles?
- We try five alternative definitions and find the results are robust. Details
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What Fronts of Journalism Have Changed?

Table 4: How Does Xi-Takeover Impact Writing Styles (Local News Only)

Outcome Variable: # of Original Articles # of Reprinted Articles Entropy Score
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Commercial Party Commercial Party Commercial Party
Takeover −2.544∗∗ −0.508 0.210 −0.536∗ −0.170∗∗ −0.061

(1.035) (0.469) (0.359) (0.307) (0.072) (0.074)
Exit 4.468∗∗∗ 1.793∗∗∗ 0.628∗ 1.032∗∗∗ 0.163∗ 0.288∗∗∗

(0.995) (0.460) (0.374) (0.364) (0.088) (0.096)
Mean 0.662 0.288 0.633 0.297 11.633 11.653
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Media FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Location FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and Month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 931 1197 931 1197 2545 2148
Adj. R2 0.503 0.439 0.444 0.370 0.068 0.118

Note: The outcome variable for columns (1)(3) is the number of original articles of an accident reported by a newspaper. The outcome variable for columns
(2)(4) is the number of reprinted articles of an accident published by a newspaper. The outcome variable for columns (5)-(6) is the average word entropy
score of a piece of article. All regressions control for provincial secretary’s age, the logarithm of total deaths of the accident, Baidu index of the accidents, and
accident type categorized into industrial accident, transportation accident and miscellaneous accident. All standard errors are clustered at the media level.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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What Fronts of Journalism Have Changed?

The number of original articles dropped more in Xi province than in
other provinces.

- such reports significantly ↓ by 2.544 pieces (3.3 times of mean, or 0.46 SD),
relative to counterparts in control provinces.

The entropy score of articles significantly ↓ after Xi’s takeover, relative to
their counterparts in control provinces.

- Whole sample: ↓ by 0.97% of the mean.
- Commercial newspapers: ↓ by 1.45% of the mean.
- Party dailies: not change significantly.

⇓
Newspapers in Xi provinces publish more reprints and use more cliches,
relative to other provinces⇒ suggesting harsher media control.
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The entropy score of articles significantly ↓ after Xi’s takeover, relative to
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- Commercial newspapers: ↓ by 1.45% of the mean.
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Mechanisms: Counteract the Market Incentives

The negative takeover effect is driven by the most marketized
newspapers — the self-funded newspapers.
The negative takeover effect is more salient on newspapers whose home
citizens have more attention to accidents.
In short, the marketized newspapers are no longer able to meet the
information demand as before. And more so in Xi provinces.

Table 5: Mechanism: The Effect Through Powering Down the Media’s Market Incentive
(Local News Only)

Funding Sources Responsiveness to the Market
SelfFunded Partly-GovFunded Fully-GovFunded All Commercial Party

Takeover −1.268∗∗∗ −0.943 0.027 −0.633∗∗ −1.410∗∗ −0.231
(0.476) (0.619) (0.149) (0.314) (0.668) (0.250)

Exit 1.987∗∗∗ 1.103 0.231 1.604∗∗∗ 2.664∗∗∗ 0.839∗∗∗
(0.497) (0.704) (0.183) (0.354) (0.686) (0.279)

Att Intensity 0.007 0.007 0.015∗
(0.010) (0.017) (0.009)

Takeover*Att Intensity −0.032∗∗∗ −0.032∗ −0.030∗∗∗
(0.011) (0.018) (0.010)

Exit*Att Intensity 0.013 0.005 0.016
(0.011) (0.018) (0.010)

Mean 1.144 0.554 0.210 0.896 1.294 0.586
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Media FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Location FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and Month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 1378 502 248 1821 808 1013
Adj. R2 0.414 0.403 0.307 0.429 0.448 0.423

Note: The outcome variable is the number of negative articles of an accident reported by a newspaper. Columns (1) to (3) report the differential takeover effect on the newspapers
with different marketization. SelfFunded is a dummy variable indicating the newspaper is self-financed. Partly-GovFunded is a dummy variable indicating the newspaper is partly
self-financed, and partly financed by the local government. Columns (4) to (6) report the how the media’s responsiveness to the market is dampened by Xi’s takeover. Att Intensity
measures the general public attention in a province during 6-months. It is proxied by the leave-one-out-estimator of average Baidu index of a province during 6-months. All regressions
control for provincial secretary’s age, the logarithm of total deaths of the accident, Baidu index of the accidents, and accident type categorized into industrial accident, transportation
accident and miscellaneous accident. All standard errors are clustered at the media level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Who Fans the Flames of the 2016 Media Campaign

Xi’s factional followers responded more swiftly and more aggressively.

20% 20%

60%

(a) XiProv

19.2%15.4%

11.5%

19.2%
34.6%

(b) Control

Timeliness 0−1 Day 1−3 Days 1 Week 1 Month > 1 Month

Figure 3: The pie charts show the proportions of the endorsement on the media campaign in
terms of the different levels of timeliness among Xi provinces (a) and control provinces (b).
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Who Fans the Flames of the 2016 Media Campaign

Newspapers in early endorsement provinces significantly ↓ their
negative articles on local accidents, relative to their counterparts in late
endorsement provinces.

Table 6: Does the early endorsers of the media campaign affect the number of negative
articles

Local Nonlocal
All Commercial Party All Commercial Party

Takeover −1.042∗∗∗ −2.653∗∗∗ −0.529∗∗ −0.117∗∗∗ −0.210∗∗∗ −0.035
(0.346) (0.906) (0.260) (0.031) (0.043) (0.037)

Exit 1.341∗∗∗ 2.553∗∗∗ 0.657∗∗ 0.088∗∗ 0.177∗∗ 0.005
(0.343) (0.790) (0.275) (0.040) (0.068) (0.044)

Post2016 −0.211 0.288 −0.072 −0.339∗∗∗ −0.458∗∗∗ −0.227∗∗∗
(0.306) (0.367) (0.117) (0.034) (0.050) (0.038)

Early endorsement*Post2016 −0.793∗∗∗ −1.589∗∗∗ −0.415∗∗ −0.090∗∗ −0.098 −0.096∗
(0.196) (0.489) (0.172) (0.043) (0.065) (0.049)

Mean 0.896 1.294 0.586 0.493 0.640 0.365
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Media FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Location FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 2128 931 1197 57212 26675 30537
Adj. R2 0.420 0.416 0.385 0.224 0.244 0.228

Note: The outcome variable is the number of negative articles of an accident reported by a newspaper. All regressions control for provincial secretary’s age, the logarithm
of total deaths of the accident, Baidu index of the accidents, and accident type categorized into industrial accident, transportation accident and miscellaneous accident.
All standard errors are clustered at the media level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Who Fans the Flames of the 2016 Media Campaign

Newspapers in Xi provinces significantly ↓ their negative articles on local
accidents, relative to their counterparts in control provinces.

Table 7: The Differential Effects of the Media Campaign on the Number of Negative
Articles

Outcome variable: The number of negative article
Newspaper’s type: Commercial Party

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Local Nonlocal Xi Non-Xi Local Nonlocal Xi Non-Xi

Xi2016*Post Campaign−2.417∗∗∗ −0.014 −0.818∗∗∗ −0.032
(0.628) (0.073) (0.304) (0.064)

Local 1.872∗∗∗ 0.621∗∗∗ 0.446∗∗∗ 0.235∗∗∗
(0.508) (0.142) (0.154) (0.051)

Local*Post Campaign −2.544∗∗∗ −0.272∗ −0.645∗∗∗ −0.072
(0.601) (0.160) (0.210) (0.058)

Mean 1.294 0.640 0.646 0.665 0.586 0.365 0.409 0.367
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Media FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Location FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and Month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 931 26675 4386 23220 1197 30537 5160 26574
Adj. R2 0.430 0.264 0.332 0.265 0.396 0.242 0.264 0.245

Note: The outcome variable is the number of negative articles of an accident reported by a newspaper. All regressions control for provincial secretary’s age, the logarithm of total
deaths of the accident, Baidu index of the accidents, and accident type categorized into industrial accident, transportation accident and miscellaneous accident. All standard errors
are clustered at the media level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Conclusion

This paper tries to open the black box of leadership transition in
authoritarian regimes.

- A new leader brings his own men into the government ⇒ exert political
influence through his factional followers.

We show in a case study of news coverage on accidents that factional
followers

- help accomplish the leader’s goal of media control after the leader assumes
power;

- bear the flag of the campaign initiated by the leader.

Our paper links and extends two literatures related to autocracies:
The econ. literature on leaders’ effects. — lacks study on levels below the top
leader, esp. on informal institutions.
The poli. sci. literature on factionalism. — focuses on the benefits received
by the followers and lacks the prospective of the leaders.
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Our paper links and extends two literatures related to autocracies:

The econ. literature on leaders’ effects. — lacks study on levels below the top
leader, esp. on informal institutions.
The poli. sci. literature on factionalism. — focuses on the benefits received
by the followers and lacks the prospective of the leaders.
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Critical/Negative: An Example

The Mess of the Sodium Cyanide Storage in Ruihai, The Beijing News
(Beijing), 16th August 2015
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Journalistic/Negative: An Example
Hazardous Chemicals in Tianjin Ruihai Logistics Exploded, Many People
Were Injured, The Beijing News (Beijing), 13th August 2015
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Propaganda/Positive: An Example

“Positive Energy” Spread on the Internet, Tonight News Paper (Tianjin), 13th
August 2015
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Did Xi Takeover Impact Positive Articles

Table 8: Does Xi-takeover Impact the Number of Positive Articles

Outcome variable: The number of positive article
Accident’s Locality: Local Nonlocal

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All Commercial Party All Commercial Party

Takeover −0.530 −0.581 −0.614 0.010 0.008 0.011
(0.403) (0.661) (0.472) (0.014) (0.021) (0.019)

Exit 2.349∗∗∗ 2.663∗∗∗ 2.116∗∗∗ −0.025 −0.017 −0.036∗
(0.374) (0.601) (0.488) (0.016) (0.024) (0.020)

Mean 1.312 1.494 1.171 0.201 0.216 0.187
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Media FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Location FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and Month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 2128 931 1197 57212 26675 30537
Adj. R2 0.516 0.568 0.442 0.295 0.315 0.282

Note: The outcome variable is the number of positive articles of an accident reported by a newspaper. All regressions control for provincial secretary’s
age, the logarithm of total deaths of the accident, Baidu index of the accidents, and accident type categorized into industrial accident, transportation
accident and miscellaneous accident. All standard errors are clustered at the media level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Did Article Become More Positive?

Table 9: Does Xi-takeover Impact the Sentiment Score of News Articles

Local Nonlocal
All Commercial Party All Commercial Party

Takeover 0.122∗∗∗ 0.101∗ 0.149∗∗ 0.017 0.019 0.009
(0.045) (0.057) (0.069) (0.013) (0.015) (0.017)

Exit 0.042 0.029 0.052 −0.027 −0.037 −0.017
(0.086) (0.116) (0.105) (0.022) (0.026) (0.032)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Media FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Location FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and Month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 4699 2549 2150 39707 22595 17112
Adj. R2 0.193 0.157 0.187 0.200 0.156 0.244

Note: The outcome variable is the sentiment score of a piece of news article. All regressions control for provincial secretary’s age, the logarithm
of total deaths of the accident, Baidu index of the accidents, and accident type categorized into industrial accident, transportation accident and
miscellaneous accident. All standard errors are clustered at the media level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Media Campaign: Official Response

Table 10: The Response to the Media Campaign Varying Among Provinces

Outcome variable: Response Order # of Articles
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Timeliness 1 Day 1 Week 1 Month
Takeover2016 −2.685∗∗ 0.520∗∗ 0.229 0.025

(1.298) (0.208) (0.153) (0.050)
Date FEs No No Yes Yes
Obs 31 30 210 900
Adj. R2 0.032 0.154 0.204 0.297

Note: The outcome variable for column (1) is the order that a province held an official meeting to respond
to the ’Meiti Xingdang’ campaign. The outcome variables for columns (2) to (4) are the total number
of articles covering ’Meiti Xingdang’ campaign by newspapers in a province within 1 day, 1 week, and 1
month after the launch of the campaign, respectively. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Xi Province List

Table 11: List of Xi Provinces and Control Provinces

Province Name Takeover Exit Group
1 Beijing Cai Qi 2017-06-01 NA Xi
2 Chongqing Chen Min’er 2017-07-01 NA Xi
3 Fujian Power Base 2012-12-01 NA Xi
4 Guizhou Chen Min’er 2015-08-01 2017-06-30 Xi

5 Hainan Liu Cigui
Shen Xiaoming 2017-03-01 NA Xi

6 Henan Lu Zhangong 2012-12-01 2013-02-28 Xi
7 Jiangsu Li Qiang (Zhejiang) 2016-06-01 2017-02-09 Xi
8 Jiangxi Liu Qi 2018-03-01 NA Xi
9 Jilin Bayanqulo 2014-08-01 2020-10-31 Xi
10 Shaanxi Power Base 2012-12-01 NA Xi
11 Shanghai Li Qiang (Zhejiang) 2017-10-01 NA Xi
12 Tianjin Huang Xingguo 2014-12-01 2016-08-31 Xi
13 Yunnan Chen Hao 2016-08-01 2020-10-31 Xi
14 Zhejiang Power Base 2012-12-01 NA Xi

back
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Classification: Positive or Negative

Fine-tune a BERT-liked pre-trained model called Sentiment Knowledge
Enhanced Pre-training (SKEP) using our task-specific labelled data. Details

- Splitted 44406 pieces of news articles into 0.77 million pieces of sentences.
- Randomly sampled 5000 pieces and labelled into three classes, positive (1),
negative (-1) and neutral (0) based on the sentiment the sentence conveys.

- Train/fine-tune SKEP model, setting epochs equal to 5 times, and learning
rate to 2 ∗ e−5.

- After fine-tuning, the model’s accuracy reaches 82% or so, better than
traditional BERT model (79%).

Aggregate sentence level sentiment score to article level by taking the
average.

- The article level sentiment score is a continuous variable ranging from -1 to 1.
- Define an article’s tone to be positive (Tone=1) if its sentiment score is larger
than 0, otherwise, negative (Tone=0).
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Classification: Technical Details

SKEP exploits an unsupervised sentiment knowledge mining method,
Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) to conduct a sentence-level
estimation (Tian et al. 2020).
It builds up a collection of word-pairs for the inputted content, where
each pair contains a sentiment seed word s from a pre-established
lexicon that can be positive s+ or negative s−.
Calculate the probability of the co-occurrence of the word-pair in a
sentence:

PMI(w, s) = log p(w, s)
p(w)p(s) (2)

the sentiment/polarity of the word w is depended on:

WP(w) =
∑
s=+

PMI(w, s+)−
∑
s=−

PMI(w, s−) (3)

WP(w) > 0, positive;WP(w) < 0, negative. Aggregates the word-level
sentiment to estimate a sentiment score for the full text. back
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Robustness Check: Natural Disaster as a Placebo

Table 12: Placebo Test: Does Xi-takeover Impact the Number of Negative Articles
Related to Natural Disasters

Outcome variable: The number of negative article on Natural Disasters
Disaster’s Locality: Local Nonlocal

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All Commercial Party All Commercial Party

Takeover 0.420 0.516 −0.303 −0.612 −0.999 −0.329
(0.718) (0.893) (1.202) (0.389) (0.719) (0.208)

Exit 0.393 0.551 0.226 0.102 0.146 0.017
(0.358) (0.421) (0.423) (0.103) (0.144) (0.118)

Mean 2.389 2.766 1.888 1.017 1.124 0.854
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Media FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Location FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and Month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 1475 842 633 9270 5605 3665
Adj. R2 0.531 0.581 0.408 0.373 0.386 0.411

Note: The outcome variable is the number of negative articles of a disaster reported by a newspaper. All regressions control for provincial
secretary’s age, the logarithm of total deaths of the accident, and accident type categorized into industrial accident, transportation accident and
miscellaneous accident. All standard errors are clustered at the media level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Robustness Check: Demand Side Change?

Table 13: The Effect of Media Coverage on the Public Attention

Outcome: Ln(Daily Baidu Index)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Accident’s Locality: Local Local Nonlocal Nonlocal Local Local Nonlocal Nonlocal
Lag.Count 0.012∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗ 0.037∗∗∗ 0.064∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.011) (0.006) (0.009)
Day 0.182∗∗∗ 0.197∗∗∗ 0.052∗∗∗ 0.055∗∗∗ 0.181∗∗∗ 0.194∗∗∗ 0.053∗∗∗ 0.056∗∗∗

(0.028) (0.030) (0.009) (0.009) (0.028) (0.030) (0.009) (0.009)
Lag.Count*Day −0.010∗∗∗ −0.008∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.001)
Lag.Count.Neg 0.050∗∗∗ 0.122∗∗∗ 0.062∗∗∗ 0.100∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.033) (0.010) (0.015)
Lag.Count.Neg*Day −0.023∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.002)
Mean 5.959 3.532 5.959 3.532 5.959 3.532 5.959 3.532
Province FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Accident FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and Month FEs No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 956 956 28897 28897 956 956 28897 28897
Adj. R2 0.647 0.650 0.702 0.702 0.650 0.652 0.703 0.703

Note: The table reports how the media coverage influences people’s attention towards accidents. The outcome variable is the logarithm of daily Baidu index of an accident in a
province. The variable Lag.Count indicates the lagged total number of articles reported by newspapers in a province. The variable Lag.Count.Neg indicates the lagged number
of negative articles reported by newspapers in a province. The variable Day measures the duration from the occurrence of the accident. All models control for the logarithm of
national level Baidu index of the accident keywords. All standard errors are clustered at the province level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Robustness Check: Not Influence Accidents’ Occurrence and Intensity

Table 14: Robustness Check: Does the Takeover of Xi’s Factional Followers Influence
the Occurrence and the Intensity of Local Accidents

Outcome variable: # of Accident # of Deaths
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All Large Ordinary Industrial Non-industrial Log(Deaths)

Takeover 0.004 −0.016 0.021 0.004 0.000 0.009
(0.020) (0.014) (0.015) (0.014) (0.014) (0.065)

Exit −0.035 −0.014 −0.021 −0.013 −0.022∗ −0.087
(0.023) (0.012) (0.015) (0.014) (0.012) (0.077)

Mean 0.063 0.011 0.052 0.032 0.030 0.174
Location FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and Month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 4093 4093 4093 4093 4093 4093
Adj. R2 0.030 0.015 0.024 0.021 0.009 0.030

Note: The outcome variable of column (1) is the number of accidents happened in a province during a year-month. From columns (2) to (5), the outcome
variables are the number of large accidents, ordinary accidents, industrial accidents, non-industrial accidents, respectively. In column (6), the outcome
variable is the logarithm of total deaths caused by accidents in a province during a year-month. All regressions control for provincial secretary’s age.
All standard errors are clustered at the province level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Robustness Check: Alternative Takeover

Table 15: Robustness Check: The effect of Xi’s taking power on the number of negative
articles reported in his original power bases

Outcome variable: The number of negative article
Accident’s Locality: Local Nonlocal

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All Commercial Party All Commercial Party

Post −0.344 −0.219 −0.506 0.313∗∗∗ 0.619∗∗∗ 0.047
(0.527) (0.977) (0.409) (0.066) (0.116) (0.064)

Powerbase*Post2012 −6.261∗∗∗ −9.179∗∗∗ −3.435∗∗∗ −0.032 0.005 −0.055
(1.496) (2.616) (1.110) (0.062) (0.085) (0.084)

Mean 0.896 1.294 0.586 0.493 0.640 0.365
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Media FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Location FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and Month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 2128 931 1197 57212 26675 30537
Adj. R2 0.480 0.513 0.444 0.240 0.265 0.242

Note: The outcome variable is the number of negative articles of an accident reported by a newspaper. All regressions control for provincial secretary’s
age, the logarithm of total deaths of the accident, Baidu index of the accidents, and accident type categorized into industrial accident, transportation
accident and miscellaneous accident. All standard errors are clustered at the media level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Robustness Check: Alternative Takeover (Cont’)

Table 16: Robustness Check: Alternative Power Bases Definition (Jiang 2018)

Outcome variable: The number of negative article
Accident’s Locality: Local Nonlocal

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All Commercial Party All Commercial Party

Post −0.505 −0.489 −0.564 0.323∗∗∗ 0.632∗∗∗ 0.050
(0.528) (0.970) (0.420) (0.067) (0.116) (0.066)

Powerbase alt*Post2012 −4.144∗∗∗ −5.328∗∗∗ −2.459∗ −0.102 −0.078 −0.082
(1.149) (1.611) (1.278) (0.065) (0.093) (0.082)

Mean 0.896 1.294 0.586 0.493 0.640 0.365
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Media FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Location FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and Month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 2128 931 1197 57212 26675 30537
Adj. R2 0.449 0.467 0.420 0.240 0.265 0.242

Note: The outcome variable is the number of negative articles of an accident reported by a newspaper. All regressions control for provincial secretary’s age,
the logarithm of total deaths of the accident, Baidu index of the accidents, and accident type categorized into industrial accident, transportation accident
and miscellaneous accident. All standard errors are clustered at the media level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Robustness Check: Randomization Inference
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Robustness Check: Randomization Inference (Cont’)
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Robustness Check: Check Staggered DID

Table 17: Robustness Check: Aggregated Treatment Effect of Takeover for Multiple Time
DID

Outcome variable: The number of negative article
Accident’s Locality: Local Nonlocal

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
All Commercial Party All Commercial Party

Panel A: Never Treated As Control
Takeover −1.701∗∗ −2.814∗∗ −0.760 0.058 0.063 0.054

(0.661) (1.321) (0.478) (0.058) (0.083) (0.065)

Panel B: Not Yet Treated As Control
Takeover −1.675∗∗∗ −2.738∗∗ −0.796 0.056 0.061 0.049

(0.635) (1.311) (0.478) (0.054) (0.077) (0.065)
Note: The table reports aggregated treatment effect parameters under the unconditional parallel trends assumptions and with clustering at the media
level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Robustness Check: Alternative Definitions of Negative Articles

Table 18: Robustness Check: Different Classification of Negative Articles

Outcome variable: The number of negative article
Accident’s Locality: Local Nonlocal

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) ()9 (10)
< 0 < 0− 0.1SD < 0− 0.2SD < 0− 0.3SD < 0− 0.4SD < 0 < 0− 0.1SD < 0− 0.2SD < 0− 0.3SD < 0− 0.4SD

Takeover −0.790∗∗∗ −0.766∗∗∗ −0.706∗∗∗ −0.636∗∗∗ −0.541∗∗∗ 0.017 0.017 0.018 0.017 0.012
(0.282) (0.278) (0.261) (0.224) (0.191) (0.031) (0.031) (0.030) (0.028) (0.027)

Exit 1.195∗∗∗ 1.158∗∗∗ 1.056∗∗∗ 0.908∗∗∗ 0.758∗∗∗ 0.068∗ 0.065∗ 0.065∗ 0.063∗ 0.063∗∗
(0.309) (0.306) (0.285) (0.245) (0.205) (0.036) (0.035) (0.034) (0.033) (0.031)

Mean 0.734 0.719 0.678 0.613 0.555 0.434 0.419 0.367 0.395 0.364
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Media FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Location FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year and Month FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs 2128 2128 2128 2128 2128 57212 57212 57212 57212 57212
Adj. R2 0.386 0.383 0.369 0.355 0.351 0.230 0.229 0.227 0.222 0.219

Note: The outcome variable is the number of negative articles of an accident reported by a newspaper. All regressions control for provincial secretary’s age, the logarithm of total deaths of the accident, Baidu index of the accidents, and accident type
categorized into industrial accident, transportation accident and miscellaneous accident. All standard errors are clustered at the media level. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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